
 
 
 

 

Scribe #1238 
June 13 
Hare Don’t Know Dick 
Scribe Slippery When Wet 
 
It was an amazing trail this past Thursday. Almost too perfect. I mean, it was in the forest and 
the walkers and runners met up a lot and they finished at the same time like some cheesy 
porno. It’s almost as if she had help.  Professional help.  I’m not talking about Boner 
either.  I’m thinking.. AI.  Artificial Intelligence.  
 
So I thought if Don’t Know can use AI to set a trail, I can use AI to write a scribe.   
 
I put in some minor details and the names and let AI do the rest. See if you can tell what 
happened or who attended. It helps if you read it in a monotone voice. 
 
The greasing done beforehand was a sad affair with only 4 athletes attending. Damaged 
Construction, Boom Boom Check Boozy and Road Sign were the only athletes.  I said 4 
because Sidewalk Creep was there in spirit only.  He was not attending the athletic event. 
Blind Rooster was not in attendance. She was preparing the footsteps that would be taken.   
 
The evening weatherwise was picture perfect. Blue sky was observed. No bugs were felt and 
there were a healthy amount of attendees. Fictional Whale was the leader and he led the 
circle. All the participants retold their names and Blind Rooster marked the marks of the 
footpath we would all be moving along. 
 
Boom Boom and Damaged Construction took the footpath not chosen by the hare. The 
fishhook slowed Kissface Ninny, Fictional Whale, and  RedNeck Vessel down  so Road 
Sign and the lost athletes could catch up. When all the athletes were on the right path they 
entered the woods and hills. Bramble had no troubles on the path. She was on the path and 
liked the path.  
 
The path was up up up and down down down. Boom Boom was fast. RedNeck was fast. 
Fictional, Road Sign, Damaged and Bramble kept up.  Kissface found her own path. The 
athletes completed the path and found the slow ones who strolled the path. The end of the 
path had foodstuff and brew. The slow ones were; Blind Rooster, Sex Show, Snatch 
Phallus, Climb on, and Small Sac. 
 
The discipline segment started after Fictional Whale said go back to path beginning. He 
brought a wheel of spinning misfortune.  Athletes made a circle and spilled their drinks with  
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toilet seats and black pipes. The athletes had fun. They continued on to Murphs Bar and Grill 
for the OnOn except for Boom Boom and Small Sac who went home to watch an athletic 
event. 
 
 
The end. 
 

 
        

 



The Master.         
 
 

 
Monthfull of Hares: 

 

June 27th 2024 – Wet Spot. 

Circle up will be at St Teresa of Avila School (Off Glendale Boulevard) 
Prelube and OnOn at JD’s Pub.   

July 11th 2024 – Porcelain Princess 

July 15th 2024 Curb  

 

 

 

 

 

 


